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Drosophila double park encodes a homolog of Cdt1
DNA replication fail to arrest; thus, initiation of DNA replication appears necessary to activate a checkpoint that that functions in initiation of DNA replication in fission yeast and Xenopus [1] [2] [3] . dup mutants couples mitosis to the completion of S phase [4] [5] [6] . This can account for Drosophila dup mutants that fail to undergo complete the first 15 embryonic cell cycles, presumably via maternal dup products, and show S16 but enter M16 [1] . It was, however, surprising to find that cells of dup a1 and dup a3 mutant embryos, previously defects in the 16 th S phase (S16) [1] . Cells carrying dup a1 allele forgo S16 altogether but enter mitosis thought to behave similarly [1] , entered M16 at different times ( Figure 1 if not later (Figure 1f ; data not shown). Because the stages are at least 2 hr apart in each case, the arrest in M16 is likely to average at least 2 hr, significantly longer than Drosophila cells that harbor unreplicated chromosomes led us to determine the basis for mitotic arrest in dup mutants.
To this end, we examined mitotic spindles by staining for ␣-and ␥-tubulin, and we looked at chromosomes by
Results and discussion
Yeast mutants that cannot complete DNA replication arstaining for a mitotic phosphoepitope on histone H3 (PH3; Figure 3 ). While the spindles are bipolar and appear to rest before mitosis, but yeast mutants that fail to initiate mutants; it is probable that higher resolution analyses may reveal higher incidences of defective alignment. Because chromosome configuration in dup mutants deviates from normal configurations, we examined other markers of mitotic progression to determine at which stage in mitosis dup mutant cells arrest.
In normal mitosis, Cyclin A degradation concludes in metaphase while Cyclin B degradation concludes in early anaphase [12] . Spindle checkpoint proteins such as Bub1 that bind kinetochores upon spindle damage localize to kinetochores during unperturbed mitosis in metazoa, indicating that the spindle checkpoint is active through earlier parts of mitosis [13] [14] [15] . Drosophila Bub1 localizes on kinetochores during prometaphase and dissociates during metaphase ( [16] ; Figure 3g ). In dup mutants, both cyclins persist during mitotic arrest (Figure 3j ,k; see Figure S1 in Supplementary material), and Bub1 is present on discrete sites on chromosomes, presumably at kinetochores (Figure 3h,i) . These data suggest that dup mutant cells arrest prior to metaphase-anaphase transition. 
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Figure 2
S phase in dup mutants as revealed by incorporation of BrdU. Genotype denotations are as in Figure 1 . Embryos were pulsed with BrdU for 13 min and fixed, and incorporation was detected by immunostaining as described before [21] [red in (a) and (b) and white in (c)-(h) ]. Embryos were also stained for (a,b) ␤-galactosidase and for (i-k) DNA. Detailed methods are in Supplementary materials. Amnioserosa in each case is enclosed by broken lines. At these stages, the dorsal epidermis lies adjacent to the amnioserosa on both sides, followed by the ventral epidermis. complete S16 (summarized in Figure 4f ). (i), (g,h) At similar stages, little or no BrdU mutants forgo S16 as reported previously (j), and (k) show DNA signal corresponding incorporation is detected throughout dup a1 [1] , whereas dup a3 mutants initiate but do not to (f), (g), and (h), respectively.
Therefore, persistence of Cyclin A during mitotic arrest deficiency would preclude stable bipolar attachment of in dup mutants suggests that additional control(s), besides chromosomes to the spindle and thereby activate the spinthe spindle checkpoint, operate to stabilize Cyclin A. dle checkpoint. DNA damage leads to stabilization of Cyclin A in Drosophila [11] . Possibly, the presence of incompletely replicated DNA during mitosis also leads to stabilization of Cyclin In summary, dup mutants demonstrate two ways in which A. bub1-mediated controls, however, appear more consemitosis is regulated in response to incomplete duplication quential because dup a3 bub1 double mutants exited mitosis.
of the genome (Figure 4g ). First, entry into mitosis is This would be consistent with the finding that Cyclin A delayed via mei-41, Drosophila ATR. Second, exit from at endogenous levels cannot block mitotic exit in Drosophmitosis is blocked via a spindle checkpoint function, bub1. ila [18, 19] .
In Drosophila syncytial cycles, nuclei delay the entry into mitosis upon inhibition of DNA synthesis, but exit from mitosis is not blocked. Instead, chromosome separation As stated above, CDC6-deficient cells are reported to exit fails during the exit from mitosis, resulting in polyploid mitosis with normal kinetics [6] . A recent examination of nuclei that are subsequently eliminated [8, 10] . In other these cells, however, revealed a mitotic arrest that requires systems, either the entry into mitosis (in fission yeast and MAD2 [23] . Thus, incomplete DNA replication in both vertebrate cells) or the exit from mitosis (in budding yeast) yeast and Drosophila results in mitotic arrest mediated by is blocked in response to incomplete DNA synthesis [20] . members of the spindle checkpoint. Why might this be? Therefore, this is the first report of mitosis in a single A complete or partial absence of sister chromosomes cell cycle being regulated at two points via two different would lead to a complete or partial absence of sister chromechanisms in response to incomplete DNA replication. matid cohesion. The failure to duplicate centromeres, Identification of these responses in Drosophila, a genetilikely in dup a3 mutants and certainly in dup a1 mutants, would preclude the formation of kinetochore pairs. Either cally tractable organism with superb cytology, should en- mutants. mei-41 and bub1 inhibit the entry into regulation may also occur when cells fail to (f) A summary of dup phenotypes. Bars and the exit from mitosis, respectively. The initiate DNA replication, as well as when cells represent the predicted length of Dup protein inhibition, although depicted as a single step, fail to complete DNA replication. We caution, encoded by each allele. (g) A model for is likely to be indirect and to involve many steps however, that dup a1 mutants may synthesize regulation of mitosis in the presence of and molecules. The inhibition of mitotic exit is a small amount of DNA that is below the level incompletely replicated DNA, such as in dup a3 seen also in dup a1 mutants. Therefore, this of detection in this study.
